Critical number concepts >>> The first three years
By Tierney Kennedy
It would be lovely if we had time to teach every concept in maths in the best possible way.
Unfortunately, we often don’t have that much time. We need to know which concepts are the most
critical to spend time on and which can be given a more cursory approach. I would like to share with
you two concepts in number that I have found are the most critical to get right in the first three years
of school after working with several thousand children. In our next edition I will share the three most
important number concepts for grades 3-6. Between them, these five concepts consistently form
over 50% of NAPLAN questions each year as well as being pivotal for development of later concepts.
What changes a number (and what doesn’t)?
One of the first concepts that kids need to establish is number conservation: that each number is
unique, as well as what changes a number and what doesn’t. Far more kids than we often realise
come to school with the concept of 1, 2 and “lots”. They tend to go unseen in our classrooms, so I
want to share one of my experiences with you to illustrate what happens.
“Madeline” was a grade one student who could confidently count to 100 in 1s, 5s and 10s and count
to 50 in 2s, all with one-to-one correspondence. She was having difficulties with adding, particularly
with regrouping. Her teacher asked me to find out what was wrong…
I began by asking Maddy to get five unifix blocks. She got eight. Now this was not very unusual in
the class, but the teacher typically responded, “No Maddy, I said five.” She then took 3 blocks away
from Maddy and sent her off to do the task.
The problem was evident in Maddy’s actions, but remained undiagnosed because of her counting
skills. So I asked her a very simple question, “Do you have five blocks?” to which Maddy replied,
“Yes”. I asked her to count them. She pointed to each one in turn and confidently counted “one,
two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight”. So I asked again, “Do you have five blocks?” to which she
replied, “Yes”. Maddy’s teacher at this point began to look significantly concerned.
I went and got five blocks. I asked Maddy to count them, which she did successfully. I then asked
her if I had five blocks (“yes”), if she also had five blocks (“yes”), and if we therefore had the same
number of blocks (“yes”). The concerned look deepened.
I clicked the five unifix blocks together into a single line and then repeated with the eight blocks.
The line of eight blocks was clearly longer than that with five blocks. Yet Maddy persisted in thinking
that there were the same amount in each line, and believed that both were “five”.
I reduced the number of blocks to three in one of the lines and five in the other. Yet again the same
misconception persisted. It wasn’t until one of the lines became two blocks and the other was three
blocks that Maddy’s answer changed. She was very emphatic in her answers that those were
different numbers. She demonstrated by breaking apart the two and holding one in each hand.
Three didn’t work like that so it must be different… as must 5 and 8.
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Maddie’s blocks: She thinks these are all five…

To diagnose problems like this try these simple tasks:
1. Make a line of 6 similar objects. Then move the objects in plain sight (e.g. spreading them out,
moving them around or arranging them into a circle instead of a straight line). Does the student
need to count them again to check how many there are? You can also try this using MAB blocks
for older children (e.g. does two tens and three ones become 32 when the blocks are shifted?)
2. Make a mixed group of objects (e.g. a shell, a pencil and a book together) and ask the student to
count them.
3. Try counting mixed colours of the same object.
4. Lastly, count 6 blocks or counters into an opaque cup. Cover the cup with your hand and shake it.
Ask the students how many there are now. Get them to show the number with their fingers.
The picture below shows the results of this fourth diagnostic question in a Prep class from our new
Professional Development videos. The students with stars next to the six copied off someone else!

When we repeated this task three times, only three students consistently said that there were still 6
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blocks. They didn’t understand that moving the blocks around could not change how many there
were.
Establishing the concept of what changes a number and what doesn’t is very important to establish
in the first years of school. Imagine what happens when a child has not firmly established this
concept prior to introducing place value. You have probably taught a child like this. Number
conservation is critical to establish in Foundation and Grade 1.
Partitioning:
Partitioning describes the ability to break numbers into smaller parts and then put them back
together again. Often researchers tend to link partitioning with place value, specifically the ability to
break numbers into hundreds, tens and ones. Personally though, I have found that breaking single
digit numbers into smaller parts is critically important.
One of the activities that I most enjoy doing with 4-6 year olds is asking them to show me five
fingers, but made using both of their hands. The next step is to get two kids to work together and
make five fingers, then to use all of their hands to make five fingers. This is a great partitioning
activity as it shows very clearly whether students actually understand five, or whether they just
know that holding up a hand is called “five”. It can take students quite a long time and a lot of
thinking to work out how to make five using the fingers from two, three or four hands.
Another of my favourite tasks is to get kids to make a group with six feet, then to introduce another
person to their group and ask them to still make six feet!
My final partitioning task involves starting with a set number of objects and then hiding some. I ask
the students to work out how many objects are hidden. This is even more complex if I use two
hands and hide the same number of objects in each hand. For example, starting with 8 objects, I
could hide 2 in each hand and leave 4 behind. The kids have to work out how many objects are in
each of my hands.
Here are a few of the most common misconceptions that I have seen when kids are trying to
partition single digit numbers:
1. All doubles make a certain number (e.g. if 4 + 4 = 8, then 3 + 3 also = 8 and so does 5 + 5). This
also applies to triples (e.g. 4 + 4 + 4 = 8)
2. The sum must also be one of the parts (e.g. 8 + 1 = 8, 8 + 2 = 8).
3. All tens-facts make a number (e.g. 7 + 3 = 8)

Jack’s drawing of eight blocks arranged into two bowls
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Jack, who is six, drew the picture from the previous column. He was trying to arrange his eight
blocks into two bowls. You can see that he originally decided that there must be 4 and 6, even
though he was only given 8 blocks. When I asked him to place his blocks on top of the blocks in his
drawing he worked out that 4 + 6 would not make eight. He crossed out the extra blocks.
This misconception reflects how much work we tend to do with ten facts in lower primary. When
Jack saw 4 blocks, he immediately associated the number 6 with it even though he did not know why
or how many there would be! We need to make sure that we partition lots of different numbers,
not just ten.
Partitioning is critically important to get right in Foundation, Grade one and Grade two because if
students can’t partition into small numbers then it is almost impossible to successfully partition into
tens and ones when introducing place value. I usually recommend that Foundation and Grade one
classes build partitioning activities into their maths time every week. For more ideas about how to
use partitioning, please click on this link and read the article called “A word to HOCs” in issue 9 of
The Insightful Classroom.
Next issue we will look at the top three important concepts for grades 2-7:
 Relative Size,
 Multiplicative Thinking and
 Proportional Reasoning.
In the meantime have fun implementing these and watch the next issue of The Insightful Classroom
for our next instalment!
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